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The Experimental Aircraft Association is a group of self-
confessed aviation freaks who live their childhood dreams, 
maintaining and flying a colourful collection of aircraft. 

Flying is one of those things that evokes a strong reaction - 
you’re either exhilarated by the hum of the engine, the sight 
of the ground drifting away or white knuckled until you’re 
back on terra firma. Thankfully, I fall into the former camp and 
visiting Chapter 1502 of the Experimental Aircraft Association 
of South Africa (EAASA) was more fun than is probably allowed 
on a work day! 

“It doesn’t get better than this,” says Chris Hicks, as he shows 
me around the two hangars at Grass Roots airfield, 4km from 
Cato Ridge. Set in the midst of farmland, there’s a real sense 
of adventure here, a taste of what life would have been like 
before we became so cautious. 

This is the kind of place most boys dream of - two expansive 
sheds filled with aviation paraphernalia, from manuals to 
magazines, tools, wings and other fascinating moving parts.    
A 1930s Massey Ferguson tractor sits in the fire shed, the 
resident lawn mower. But the main attraction is the 12 aircraft 
in varying degrees of completion. 

Established in 1964, EAASA now has 13 chapters across the 
country, with members sharing information and resources, 
and the love of all things aviation. They fly, build or restore 
their own aircraft, often from plans, kits or the remains of old 
aircraft, thereby maintaining an important part of history. 

A prime example is the 1942 Auster currently being rebuilt by 
Chapter 1502 East Coast Chairman, Gerald Maddams.  

Gerald was given the fuselage and wings on condition that he 
collect it from Zimbabwe and he has, over the past 15 years, 
gone to great lengths to restore it to the condition it was in 
when demobbed in England at the end of World War 2. The 
project is nearing completion, with a number of fellow 
aviators eager to see the finished product. There is plenty 
more to tell about this plane, but we’ll save that for another 
issue. 

Gerald points out a pair of Tiger Moth wings that he is 
recovering for someone - a sideline project and a reflection of 
the fact that EAASA members are constantly learning and 
experimenting. 

Alan Lorimer has, in the past, been involved with motorbikes 
and paragliders, and is currently rebuilding a Piper Vagabond. 
“There’s a real sense of history with older planes. It’s the 
attraction of vintage; they get cooler every year,” he says.  
“It’s great to be able to share that with others.” 

Chris Hicks’ plane - a 1939 Aeronca Chief 65c - is the longest 
registered aircraft in South Africa and is still going strong!     
He bought it in 1982 for R5 600 and, since then, has clocked 
up around 400 hours flying. The plane has a colourful history, 
including being hidden in a building on West Street for the 
duration of World War 2 to avoid being commandeered by  
the SAAF. 

While these planes are at the centre of the club, it’s the love 
of aviation and the camaraderie that keeps its members 
coming back. “There are no men here,” says Chris, “only boys 
living their dreams.” For most, the bug bit early with thrilling 
childhood memories of the sound and power of aircraft.      
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Grass Roots Airfield. 



But it was only later, when time and finances allowed, that 
they were able to make their dreams a reality.                          
“It takes a lot of commitment, with time and passion 
invested,” says Robbie Els. 

Chapter 1502 has 103 members from Durban, 
Pietermaritzburg and surrounding areas, but you’ll find 10 
core characters at work at Grass Roots on most weekends and 
sometimes during the week. Maintaining an aircraft to the 
level one sees here takes a lot of effort, but I get the sense 
that these men wouldn’t be anywhere else. 

“There’s always good chat and a boerie roll on Saturdays,    
with plenty of fun and jibes,” Chris continues. Members take 
part in regular fly-ins and get-togethers, with 
some taking place as far afield as East London 
and Potchefstroom. The Chapter also organises 
events for the benefit of members and their 
families. 

As much as this is a jovial environment, things get 
serious when it comes time to fly. Flying is 
dangerous if you aren’t careful, and they all have 
stories of near misses. “Safety, security and 
discipline are of primary importance,” says Chris, 
who is the club’s resident safety officer. Pre-flight 
is a sober time, when pilots check and re-check 
each element of their aircraft to ensure that they 
are up to scratch.   “We build in redundancies to 
ensure that nothing is overooked,” says aerial 
photographer Steve McCurrach. 

As we stand outside the small clubhouse, watching one of the 
Grass Roots crew approach in his new plane, the excitement is 
contagious. Every time one of these much-loved machines 
takes off, pilot and spectators experience the same rush of 
adrenaline, the same primordial desire to soar with the birds. 
For the regulars at Grass Roots, this is a dream come true. 

The club is open to visitors by prior arrangement.  

Gerald Maddams                                                                             
072 561 5469                                                     
gmaddams@yahoo.co.uk 

[Note: This article originally appeared in The Crest magazine.] 
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12 November 2016, for five weeks 

An official event of The Royal Aero Club of the United Kingdom 
and The Fédération Aéronautique Internationale 

A flying rally across Africa, from Crete to Cape Town, for 
aircraft built before the 31st December 1939. 

Following in the footsteps of the pioneering flights in the 
1920s - we’ll connect some of the most beautiful and 
evocative points in Africa. Flying low along the Nile from Cairo 
to Khartoum, past the highlands of Ethiopia before the plains 
of Kenya and the home of African aviation in Nairobi. Then off 
again past Kilimanjaro into the Serengeti - and on to the spice 
island of Zanzibar. After a short pause to enjoy the Indian 
ocean, we continue, crossing Zambia to Victoria Falls, before 
continuing to Bulawayo in Zimbabwe. Our final days take us 
across Botswana and into stunning South Africa - to the Cape, 
journey’s end. 

A rally such as this has not been done before, ever. 

Throughout we will be staying in a wide variety of locations, 
from 5-star hotels to tented camps (and everything in-
between). Obligatory equipment will include a sleeping bag, 
full black tie and a beginners guide to Swahili - all three items 
will be needed at some stage or another, perhaps 
simultaneously! 

There will be trials and tribulations, mechanical and human 
stress - all in stunning visual settings. The support aircraft 
(both aeroplanes and helicopters) will be busy 
keeping the show in the air (and perhaps 
helping the vintage aeroplanes that have made 
precautionary landings here, there and 
everywhere). 

As well as the fifteen vintage aircraft (built 
before the end of 1949) we will have light 
aeroplanes and helicopters taking part in this 
endeavour. Having completed the route with 
our unequalled local connections, we are able 
to offer this incredible experience an enjoyable 
and safe way. That is not to say there will not 
be moments of doubt or difficulty. Indeed, 
whilst we will strive to visit (and spend time at) 
the locations on the planned itinerary, there is 
no guarantee that it will be achievable.  

Everything is planned for day VFR time when 
the weather will generally be clear skies and 
glorious sunshine (temperatures around 25-
35°C). By flying in very loose formation (up to 
50nm between Lead and Charlie) we enhance 
both the safety and enjoyment factor - both 
key elements to private aviation. We start in 
Crete and the total distance is approximately 
6,000nm. After arrival in South Africa, you can 
either ship your machine back - or we can help 
you fly back north by the same, or a different, 
route. 

                                                                                                     

The itinerary within South Africa: 

12 Dec: Gaborone to Baragwanath, arrive 11h00. After an 
amazing flight over the Pilanesberg crater, we land at the 
Baragwanath airfield, rich in aviation history - refuel and then 
fly to Blue Mountain Valley, after meeting persons from the 
Johannesburg Light Plane Club and EAA Members. A braai will 
be laid on, with an ‘airshow’. The RAF Officers’ Club of JHB, 
among which are many EAA members, approached EAA 
Chapter 322 to consider meeting up with and joining this rally. 
The rally then intends flying to Blue Mountain Valley airstrip 
and overnighting there with a dinner on 13 December.  

14 Dec: Baragwanath to Bloemfontein - to the Judicial Capital, 
and then further, crossing the Orange River to Graaff Reinet, 
where we will spend the night. 

15 Dec: Graaff Reinet to Plettenberg Bay - After a 239nm 
flight, we finally reach the South African ocean front on the 
southern shores of Africa… almost there! 

16 Dec: Plettenberg Bay to Stellenbosch - grand arrival!         
Our flight takes us into stunning Stellenbosch. 

17 Dec: Stellenbosch and Cape Town - Gala Dinner at Castle of 
Good Hope, located at the foot of Table Mountain.                 
The party will last long, the memories longer… 

vintageairrally.com  
Email: info@vintageairrally.com 
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A fascinating and illuminating talk enlightens EAA members 
on Avgas versus Mogas at the EAA 322 meeting in October 
- Gordon Dyne 

More than 120 members and friends of EAA Chapter 322 came 
together on 05 October at the usual venue, the Dickie Fritz 
MOTH Hall in Dowerglen. 

The chicken and steak pies and the salads from the kitchen of 
Anne Ferreira were so eagerly consumed that, when I went 
back for a second pie, I found to my horror that there were 
none left. Shame! 

Chairman and flying doctor Mike Brown called the meeting to 
order at 19h00 and, as usual, proceeded to run through the 
usual formalities of minutes, finance, membership, 
auditorium, future events, Young Eagles, and so on. As usual, 
Mike managed to intersperse serious matters with loads of 
humour from his usual excellent Powerpoint presentation. 

After an hour or so, Mike called for a break and we retired to 
the bar to recharge our glasses. 

Our guest speakers for the evening were well known Hartog 
(Horace) Blok, EAA Chapter 322 member, former SAAF 
navigator and the former Commander of the ill-fated 
Shackleton Pelican 16 which crashed, without loss of life, in 
the Sahara desert in 1994.  Horace is now a regular 
recreational pilot who had flown from his home in Mossel Bay 
in his RV7. Horace was assisted by Theo (pronounced Thao) 
Arrenbrecht, also an EAA Chapter 322 member and a 
Petrochemical Engineer of note. 

Back in April/May 2006, the country experienced a protracted 
shortage of Avgas, not unlike the recent disruption in supply. 

Horace decided his need to be able to fly regularly would 
require him to investigate the option of using mogas (local 
motor vehicle petrol) as an alternative to avgas (aviation grade 
gasoline). 

However, as he was flying a type certified aircraft at the time, 
in order to use mogas legally, it would require that the 
aircraft/engine combination was covered by an STC 
(Supplementary Type Certificate). 

Horace’s research showed that the EAA (Experimental Aircraft 
Association) in the USA and a private company, Petersens, had 
been involved in the development of numerous STCs to satisfy 
the US FAA, and had proven unequivocally that use of mogas 
in designated aircraft/engine combinations is indeed safe 
when certain basic rules are followed. 

This STC process is now accepted in many countries, including 
the USA, Canada, Australia, South Africa and 11 European 
Union countries. 

The knowledgeable EAA Chapter 322 audience quizzed Hartog 
and Theo extensively, and came away with the following key 
messages: 

1. An STC is required for the specific airframe/engine 
combination of any type certified aircraft, as the fuel flow 
geometry is of critical importance.  
2. For non type certified aircraft (NTCA), no STC is required 

and the owner/builder is at liberty to make his or her own 
decision regarding the suitability and safety of using mogas. 

3. Key issues in terms of safety are the potential for vapour 
lock, and the presence of ethanol in the mogas. 

4. Mogas (normal motor car petrol in South African lingo) in 
South Africa is of high quality and the supply chain is well 
regulated. 

5. SA mogas exceeds the required 89.5 AKI (anti-knock index).  

6. The addition of ethanol in mogas is currently not an issue in 
South Africa, although there is potential for this to be blended 
into regular petrol (mogas) in the future. 

7. Testing for ethanol is simple, as easy as testing for water as 
part of the pre-flight. 

8. Always use a high quality filter when filling your tank, to 
eliminate water and other potential impurities. 

Thank you very much, Theo and Horace, for enlightening us on 
the pitfalls and benefits of using mogas as an alternative to 
avgas in our NTCA aircraft and in many approved type certified 
aircraft following application for an appropriate STC. 

So ended another great evening with EAA Chapter 322.     
Some wonderful camaraderie amongst pilots and aviation 
lovers and an interesting talk from two very knowledgeable 
men. Thank you Mike Brown for your inspirational 
chairmanship.  

Please remember that Chapter 322 meets on the first 
Wednesday of every month. We look forward to seeing you. 

For more information on EAA Chapter 322 please visit the 
website www.eaa.org.za  
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Hartog Blok 

For his magnificent organisation of the EAA 2016 National 
Convention in Mossel Bay. 

 

Willie Bodenstein 

In recognition of his generous support for EAA Chapter 322 
activities in Pilot’s Post, and for being aviation photographer 
extraordinaire. 

 

Neil Bowden 

In recognition of his ongoing promotion of recreational 
aviation through his Oshkosh Tours, and for spearheading the 
reintegration of EAA Chapter 322 into the worldwide EAA 
organisation. 

 
Gus Brown 

In recognition of his promotion of Chapter 322 activities as 
Editor of CONTACT! 

 

Trevor Davids 

To recognise the attainment of his Private Pilot’s Licence. 

 

Ricardo De Bonis 

To recognise his enthusiastic support of the 2016 EAA National 
Convention – flying his Aircam to Mossel Bay, epitomising the 

true spirit of EAA. 

Roston Dugmore 

To recognise the attainment of his Private Pilot’s Licence. 

 

Gordon Dyne 

In recognition of his promotion of Chapter 322 activities 
through editorials in African Pilot magazine and newsletter, 
and CONTACT! and to recognise his generous support of 
Chapter 322 activities. 

 
Athol Franz 

In recognition of his generous promotion of EAA Chapter 322 
activities in African Pilot. 
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The 2016 EAA Chapter 322 Annual Chairman’s Dinner & Awards Ceremony was held on Saturday 29 October at Wanderers. 
This prestigious event was attended by many of the chapter members, accompanied by their spouses, partners, family and 
friends. 



Trixie Heron 

In recognition of her ongoing and outstanding support for all 
EAA Chapter 322 activities, reflecting the true spirit of EAA 
volunteerism. 

Karl Jensen 

Recognising his ongoing enthusiasm for all EAA activities, and 
for being EAA Chapter 322’s Ambassador at Large. 

 
Rob Jonkers 

In recognition of his outstanding support of EAA activities, 
2015 Brits Sun n Fun rally planning, and representing South 
Africa at the 2016 World Rally Flying Championships in 
Portugal. 

Archie Kemp, Claus Keuchel and team 

For coordinating and creating the marvellous restoration of 
the new EAA Auditorium bar and entertainment area.  

 

Claus Keuchel, Archie Kemp and team 

For coordinating and creating the marvellous restoration of 
the new EAA Auditorium bar and entertainment area. 

Juri Keyter 

In recognition of his generous promotion of EAA Chapter 322 
activities in Pilot’s Post. 

 

Clive King 

For his active engagement with Rand Airport management to 
secure tenure of the EAA Auditorium site, and for his ongoing 
generosity and support of Chapter 322 activities. 

 
Chris Linakis 

For his acquisition and generous part sponsorship of the new 
EAA Chapter 322 public address system. 

 

Richard Nicholson 

In recognition of his enthusiastic promotion of grassroots 
aviation, and hosting the 2016 EAA Nylstroom Taildraggers Fly 
in at Modimolle Airfield. 
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Marie Reddy 

Recognising her exceptional support for all EAA Activities, 
evidenced by her solo flight to Mossel Bay, her leadership of 
the Chapter 322 Teddy Build project ,and stewardship of EAA 
event planning, epitomising the spirit of EAA volunteerism. 

Wolfgang Vormbaum 

For epitomising the true spirit of EAA adventurism and 
enthusiasm in the design, construction and development of his 
C-Wolf project. 

 

Jeremy 'Moose' Woods 

Recognising his dedication and enthusiasm in convening the 
EAA Flying Legends Talk Shows at the EAA Auditorium, Rand 
Airport, over the past 10 years. 
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John Martin & Flippie Vermeulen 

Alex & Ricardo De Bonis 

Ralph Hurwitz, Moose Woods & Brian Appleton 

Mike Brown & 

Karl Jensen                                             

Gordon Dyne & Mike Brown 

Marie Reddy, Jeremy & Anne-Louise Woods 
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Some pictures of the Vaal Dam taken from my Arrow at 500ft 
AGL last Saturday 15 Oct. The pictures show the terrible state 
of the dam. Noticeably Bayshore Marina where we get our 
fuel on the water. The Marina is normally full of very 
expensive yachts and motor boats, but they have all been 
removed and now the Marina sits completely empty.            
We would normally power our boats up to the floating 
pontoon to get fuel, but today it is completely dried up and we 
would not be able to get a boat within 50 metres.                 
Another picture shows the island and the now glorious 
beaches that are normally under water. I would not dare take 
my Bayliner speedboat out now. The chances are pretty good 
that the hull would be ripped apart. 
 
Cheers, Gordon Dyne 



 

 

Dear Members, Friends and Fellow Aviators, 
 
Next weekend, 11-13 November 2016, the EAA will once again 
be holding our annual  EAA Sun n Fun weekend at Brits Flying 
Club. 
 
We welcome all those with an interest in aviation and, 
although we don't require that you register or commit to 
attending, we would like to make this event as convenient for 
everyone as possible. By having an idea of the participation, 
Brits Flying Club will be able to provide excellent catering 
facilities and endeavour to provide all the facilities we will 
require. Having an indication of who will be joining us, also 
allows us  do proper all-round planning to make this the best, 
most enjoyable event for everyone.  
 
Camping is of course always available (for the brave) at the 
airfield, and  accommodation is available in the area at several 
establishments - contact rsvp@eaa.org.za for details. 
 
Breakfast will be available from R55.00 and a scrumptions spit 
braai will be prepared for us as dinner on Saturday evening - 
no more slaving over the coals for us this year! 
  
Some of the Highlights you can expect at Sun n Fun 2016: 
-Friday evening will include the screening of the Airplane 
Factory movie ‘Wild Landings Namibia’. 
-On Saturday, SAPFA run Adventure Rally specifically designed 
for our EAA Sun n Fun 2016 and hosted by our very own Rob 
Jonkers. (Briefing from 08h30 on 12 November in the 
Clubhouse).                                                                                           
-The Airplane Factory (www.airplanefactory.co.za) will join us 
with a mass Sling fly-in. 
-Neil Bowden (http://www.airadventure.co.za) will host an 
Oshkosh Reunion for all of his previous Oshkosh visitors. 

                     

                                                                                             

-Showcasing your aircraft in front of  the clubhouse by 
arrangement.    
-Saturday arranged appearances of various aircraft, including: 
13h00 - Large scale model aircraft display.                                    
13h20 - Aerobatic Glider demonstration by Gary Whitecross. 
13h30 - Drone demonstration by Daniel Ralefeta. 
Free flying all day except during the demonstration. 
-For added safety measures, we will have ATC AFIS on Mhz 
124.2 in place from 15h00-17h00 on Friday 11 November, and 
08h00-17h00 on Saturday 12 November. 
-Aviation industry related retailers and service providers are 
welcome to exhibit, sponsor prizes, etc. Please email 
rsvp@eaa.org.za should you want to be included 
in this. 
-Sponsored prizes and, best of all… a great opportunity to 
socialise with fellow aviators. 
 
For any queries, please contact rsvp@eaa.org.za or call Marie 
on 083 259 7691. 
 
We look forward to seeing you at Brits! 

Karl Jensen & Marie Reddy 
Event Convenors  

Correction, the October edition 
front page photo should have 
been credited to Keith Begg. 

 

Hangar space available -       
Rand Airport  

From Jabiru to C182. rentals 
from R1400 to R2000, 
depending on size. 

Contact  

Ernie 083 326 8819 or  
Lalla 083 441 1780 or 
Moose Woods 082 883 0436  

 

I am looking for a headset jack plug for my old 
Icom IC-A22E hand-held radio. 

Brian Stableford - 083 272 8483 
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Sling 2 - total time on engine, prop & airframe 1,880 hours. 

Engine Rotax 912is with VP prop. 

Current MPI Status valid 
to September 2017. 

Avionics installed: MGL Stratomaster 
Voyager EFIS, MGL radio, transponder &   
2-place intercom. 

The aircraft is based at Panorama Airfield, 
south of JHB, and the AMO is 
The Airplane Factory, Tedderfield. 

No accident/ incident history. 

Asking Price R750 000,  
(no VAT applicable, not VAT registered) 

Roy Gregson 

082 903 8012 
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I would say that it is currently a 
Beagle Auster D 5, starting out 
in 1943 as a Mk V. 

The engine is Lycoming 0-320 , 
150Hp, 3 hours SMOH. 

It is Non Type Certificated (NTC). All log books are 
available. Hangared at Worcester. 

R590 000.                                                                  
Greg de Muynk  
072 538 9664 

I have decided to sell my beloved 
Tripacer - attached are some details. 
She is at present at Panorama, with 
only 385 hours since total rebuild.     
She was also EAA’s Most Authentic 

Restoration, Grand Champion, and Concours d’Elegance 
2008. 

1957 PA22 Piper Tripacer ZS-CET (Type Certified Aircraft). 

Total Time on Airframe 2643,9 hours. 
Engine Time 384,8 hours. Lycoming 0-320, 150Hp. 
Current MPI valid to 12/2016. 
Avionics installed King Comm Transceiver KY97A,                      
4 place intercom. 

The aircraft is based at Panorama Airfield, south of JHB. 
AMO Sport Aviation (Tom Willows) at Rand. 

No accident/incident history since rebuild. Overturned at False Bay 1966, repaired and re-engined, vacuum pump, no venturi 
tube. Totally refurbished in 2007, engine rebuilt (zero time) with Peter Lastrucci and Alton Air at Grand Central. 

Asking Price R480 000 (no VAT applicable, private sale). Not sure of the prop time, but was inspected in 2006. 

Roy Gregson 082 903 8012 

For sale: Atlas C4M Kudu under restoration. Contact Kerry on 076 574 2389 



 

 

Dear Mike. 
Many congratulations to you and your team 
for organising such a tremendous Year-End 
Awards Dinner evening. It was terrific.         

Well done! 

Thank you, Karl, for your phenomenal organisation. The 
evening went like clockwork, thanks to your majestic efforts. 
Thank you as usual, Marie, for your amazing, tireless efforts. 

You really have been EAA 322’s secret weapon for the past few 
years and have accomplished so much, so quietly. I salute you. 
What 322 would do without you, I shudder to think. It was 
lovely to meet your sister Wilma. Another beauty! 

Thank you, Trixie and Irene, for all your hard work. You are two 
more superstars who work quietly behind the scenes without 
seeking any reward. 

 
What can I say about you, Gerald? Other than you are 
amazing! Your talent is incredible and the ‘place mats’ and 
table name cards were astounding. I applaud your awesome 

work. Thank you. 

Thank you, Mike, for allowing me to make small gifts 
to certain ladies who were all worthy recipients, and 
thank you for permitting me to have some fun with    
Lt. John Henry Joseph (508 hours on Spitfires) Martin. 
He was very cross with me (again!) but John is a 
remarkable man and deserves all the plaudits which 
come his way. Apart from that, everyone loves him! 

So, once again, well done to you all for a memorable 
evening and I look forward to seeing you on 
Wednesday evening. 

Thank you and much love. 

from Gordon and Susan  

CONTACT! Is the official newsletter of EAA of SA. This edition was compiled by Gus and edited with love and kisses by 
Trixie Heron. All material is gratefully received from Chapters, members and non-members alike. Remember that this is 
your newsletter, so please submit material as it happens to Gus (news@eaa.org.za). We want your flying news! 
Our grateful thanks to all those who regularly support our newsletter and our EAA organisation. 
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Here are some pictures of my 70th birthday 
on October 7th. My two daughters organised 
for me this wonderful birthday cake with an 
edible Nanchang on the top. Beautifully done.           
A precise model of mine in which I’ve flown 

some of our members. The cake has been eaten, but the 
Nanchang still sits proudly on my bar. 

The family photo shows my younger daughter, Philippa, on the 
extreme left. Next to her my elder daughter, Victoria, who 
came over from New York especially for my birthday, and on 
the extreme right my wife of 37 years – Susan. Sadly, my son 
who lives in London could not get back here for the occasion. 

Cheers, Gordon 

mailto:news@eaa.org.za

